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Seamless Image Stitching by Minimizing False Edges
Assaf Zomet, Anat Levin, Shmuel Peleg, and Yair Weiss

Abstract—Various applications such as mosaicing and object
insertion require stitching of image parts. The stitching quality
is measured visually by the similarity of the stitched image to
each of the input images, and by the visibility of the seam be-
tween the stitched images. In order to define and get the best
possible stitching, we introduce several formal cost functions for
the evaluation of the stitching quality. In these cost functions
the similarity to the input images and the visibility of the seam
are defined in the gradient domain, minimizing the disturbing
edges along the seam. A good image stitching will optimize these
cost functions, overcoming both photometric inconsistencies and
geometric misalignments between the stitched images. We study
the cost functions and compare their performance for different
scenarios both theoretically and practically. Our approach is
demonstrated in various applications including generation of
panoramic images, object blending and removal of compression
artifacts. Comparisons with existing methods show the benefits of
optimizing the measures in the gradient domain.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE stitching is a common practice in the generation of
panoramic images and applications such as object insertion,

object removal [1] and super resolution [2]. An example of
image stitching is shown in Fig. 1. Two images capture
different portions of the same scene, with an overlap region
viewed in both images. The images should be stitched to gen-
erate a mosaic image . A simple pasting of a left region from

and a right region from produces visible artificial edges
in the seam between the images, due to differences in camera
gain, scene illumination or geometrical misalignments.

The aim of a stitching algorithm is to produce a visually plau-
sible mosaic with two desirable properties. First, the mosaic
should be as similar as possible to the input images, both ge-
ometrically and photometrically. Second, the seam between the
stitched images should be invisible. While these requirements
are widely acceptable for visual examination of a stitching re-
sult, their definition as quality criteria was either limited or im-
plicit in previous approaches.

In this work, we present several cost functions for these re-
quirements, and define the mosaic image as their optimum. The
stitching quality in the seam region is measured in the gradient
domain. The mosaic image should contain a minimal amount of
seam artifacts, i.e. a seam should not introduce a new edge that
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does not appear in either or . As image dissimilarity, the
gradients of the mosaic image are compared with the gradi-
ents of . This reduces the effects caused by global incon-
sistencies between the stitched images. We call our framework
GIST: gradient-domain image stitching.

We demonstrate this approach in several applications, in-
cluding panoramic mosaicing, object blending, and removal
of compression artifacts. Analytical and experimental compar-
isons of our approach to existing methods show the benefits
in working in the gradient domain and in directly minimizing
gradient artifacts.

A. Related Work

There are two main approaches to image stitching in the liter-
ature, assuming that the images have already been aligned. Op-
timal seam algorithms [3]–[6] search for a curve in the overlap
region on which the differences between are minimal.
Then, each image is copied to the corresponding side of the
seam. In case the difference between on the curve is zero,
no seam gradients are produced in the mosaic image . How-
ever, the seam is visible when there is no such curve, for ex-
ample, when there are globally smooth intensity differences be-
tween the images. This is illustrated on the first row of Fig. 2. In
addition, optimal seam methods are less appropriate when thin
strips are taken from the input images, as in the case of manifold
mosaicing [7].

The second approach minimizes seam artifacts by smoothing
the transition between the images. In Feathering [8] or alpha
blending, the mosaic image is a weighted combination of the
input images . The weighting coefficients (alpha mask)
vary as a function of the distance from the seam. In pyramid
blending [9] different frequency bands are combined with dif-
ferent alpha masks. Lower frequencies are mixed over a wide
region, and fine details are mixed in a narrow region. This pro-
duces gradual transition in lower frequencies, while reducing
edge duplications in textured regions. Therefore the result mo-
saic is sharp, while eliminating artificial edges due to differences
in lower frequencies. A related approach was suggested in [10],
where a smooth function was added to the input images to force
a consistency between the images in the seam curve. In case
there are misalignments between the images [8], these methods
leave artifacts in the mosaic such as double edges, as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3.

In our approach, we compute the mosaic image by an opti-
mization process that uses image gradients. Computation in the
gradient domain was recently used in compression of dynamic
range [11], image inpainting [12], and separation of images to
layers [13]–[16]. There are two closely related works that used
image gradients for stitching. Perez et al. [1] proposed a frame-
work for image editing in the gradient domain. One application
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Fig. 1. Image stitching. On the left are the input images. ! is the overlap region. Top right: Simple pasting of the input images. Bottom right: Result of the GIST1
algorithm.

Fig. 2. Comparing stitching methods with various sources for inconsistencies between the input images. The left side of I is stitched to right side of I . First row:
Optimal seam methods produce a seam artifact in case of photometric inconsistencies between the images. Second row: Feathering and pyramid blending produce
double edges in case of horizontal misalignments. Third row: In case there is a vertical misalignments, the stitching is less visible with Feathering and GIST.

Fig. 3. Misalignment problem in image stitching. One of the most popular
methods to stitch images is pyramid blending [9], in which each frequency band
is stitched separately: (a) and (b) show two misaligned input images, taken from
the second row of Fig. 2; (d) and (e) show the corresponding bands of highest
frequencies (top level of Laplacian pyramid); (f) shows the stitched bands and
(c) shows the reconstructed image. Artifacts due to the misalignment are easily
noted.

is object insertion, where an object is cut from an image, and
inserted to a new background image. The insertion is done by
optimizing over the gradients of the inserted object, with the
boundary determined by the background image. Agarwala et al.

[6], in a work concurrent to ours, employ a two-stage approach.
First, optimal seams are found across the multiple input images.
Then, rather than composing the images, the authors compose
the gradient images and derive the final mosaic using optimiza-
tion. We compare these works [1], [6] to ours in Section IV.

II. GIST: IMAGE STITCHING IN THE GRADIENT DOMAIN

We describe two approaches to image stitching in the gra-
dient domain. Section II-A describes GIST1, where the mosaic
image is inferred directly from the derivatives of the input im-
ages. Section II-B describes GIST2, a two-steps approach to
image stitching. Section II-C compares the two approaches to
each other, and with other methods.

A. GIST1: Optimizing a Cost Function Over Image Derivatives

The first approach, GIST1, computes the stitched image by
minimizing a cost function . is a dissimilarity measure
between the derivatives of the stitched image and the derivatives
of the input images.
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Consider Fig. 1. Let be the two aligned input images.
Let ( resp.) be the region viewed exclusively in image (
resp.), and let be the overlap region., with

. Let be a weighting mask image.
The stitching result of GIST1 is defined as the minimum of

with respect to

(1)

where is a uniform image, for all , and
is the distance between on

(2)

with denoting the -norm.
The dissimilarity between the images is defined by a

weighted distance between their derivatives (gradients). A
dissimilarity in the gradient domain is invariant to the mean
intensity of the image. In addition it is less sensitive to smooth
global differences between the input images, e.g. due to nonuni-
formness in the camera photometric response and due to scene
shading variations. On the overlap region , the cost function

penalizes for derivatives which are inconsistent with any
of the input images. In image locations where both and
have low gradients, penalizes for high gradient values in
the mosaic image. This property is useful in eliminating false
stitching edges.

The selection of the weighting mask is addressed in Sec-
tion III. The choice of norm (parameter ) has implications on
both the optimization algorithm and the mosaic image. The min-
imization of (1) for is convex, and hence efficient op-
timization algorithms can be used. Section III describes a mini-
mization schemes for and for . The influence of the choice
of on the result image is addressed in the following sections,
with the introduction of alternative stitching algorithms in the
gradient domain.

B. GIST2: Stitching Derivative Images

A simpler approach is to stitch the derivatives of the input
images.

1) Compute the derivatives of the input images ,
, , .

2) Stitch the derivative images to form a field .
is obtained by stitching and , and
is obtained by stitching and .

3) Find the mosaic image whose gradients are closest to .
This is equivalent to minimizing where

is the entire image area and is a uniform image.

In 2), any stitching algorithm may be used. We have exper-
imented with Feathering, pyramid blending [9] and optimal
seam. For the optimal seam, we used the algorithm in [4],

finding the curve that minimizes the sum of absolute
differences in the input images. In 3), the optimization under

, is described in Section III. Unlike the GIST1 algorithm
described in the previous section, we found minor differences
in the result images when minimizing under and .

C. Which Method to Use?

In the previous sections, we presented several stitching
methods. Since stitching results are tested visually, selecting
the most appropriate method may be subject to personal taste.
In the following, we study the differences between the stitching
methods theoretically. In Section IV, we compare their perfor-
mance on images.

The theoretical analysis is based on two propositions. In
Proposition 2.1 we show that GIST1 under is as good as
the optimal seam methods when a perfect seam exists. Hence,
the power of GIST1 under to overcome geometric misalign-
ments similarly to the optimal seam methods. The advantage of
GIST1 over optimal seam methods is when there is no perfect
seam, for example due to photometric inconsistencies between
the input images. This was validated in the experiments.

Proposition 2.2 shows an equivalence between GIST1 under
and Feathering of derivatives (GIST2) under (Feathering

derivatives is different from Feathering the images).
Both propositions provide insight into the difference between

GIST1 under and under : Under , the algorithm tends to
mix the derivatives and hence blur the texture in the overlap re-
gion. Under , the algorithm tends to behave similarly to the
optimal seam methods, while reducing photometric inconsisten-
cies.

Proposition 2.1: Let be two input images for a
stitching algorithm, and assume there is a curve ,
such that for each , . Let
be a uniform image, for all . Then, the op-
timal seam solution , defined below, is a global minimum of

defined in (1), for any

Proof: Let be the overlap region. Let be the region
where and let be the region . The value
of on the image is
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Let be another solution. Using the concavity of ,
, we show that

Result 1: GIST1 under and the optimal seam methods give
the same result when there is a consistent seam between the
input images.

In case there is no consistent seam, the optimal seam method
and GIST1 give different results. In Section IV, we compare
their results, and show the benefit in using GIST1.

The second result shows the equivalence between GIST1
under and Feathering of image derivatives under (GIST2).

Proposition 2.2: Let be two input images for a
stitching algorithm, and let be a Feathering mask. Let , the
overlap region of , be the entire image (without loss of
generality, as for , and for ).
Let be the minimum of defined in (1).
Let be the following field:

Then, is the image with the closest gradient field to
under

Proof: Let be the derivative operators, and let
. Then

Let us define as the linear operator multiplying each image
location by a weight , and let be the adjoint oper-
ators of . Taking the derivatives of with
respect to and equating to 0, we get for each image location

Noting that is the identity operator, and defining
, ,

, we get

which is a discretization of the Poisson equation [1]. Hence, the
minimum of is obtained when is the image with
the closest derivatives to under the norm.

Result 2: GIST1 under is equivalent to Feathering of the
gradient images followed by a solution of the Poisson equation
(GIST2).

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We have implemented a minimization scheme for (1) under
and under .
Equation (1) defines a set of linear equations in the image in-

tensities, with the derivative filter taps as the coefficients. Simi-
larly to [13], [14] we found that good results are obtained using
forward-differencing derivative filters 1/4[1 1]. In the case,
the results were further enhanced by incorporating additional
equations using derivative filters in multiple scales. Specifically,
we added the filter corresponding to forward-differencing in the
second level of a Gaussian pyramid, obtained by convolving the
filter [1 0 1] with a vertical and a horizontal Gaussian filter
1/4[1 2 1]. Color images were handled by applying the algo-
rithm to each of the color channels separately.

Since no boundary conditions were used, the solution of these
equations is determined up to a uniform intensity shift. This shift
can be selected in various ways. We chose to set it according to
the median of the values of the input image and the median
of the corresponding region in the mosaic.

Proposition 2.2 shows that the minimum of (1) under can
be found by solving the Poisson equation for a weighted com-
bination of the gradient fields of the input images

The solution can be obtained by various methods, e.g. decon-
volution [13], FFT [17] or multigrid solvers [18]. The results
presented in this paper were obtained by FFT.

We propose two implementations to solve the linear equations
under . The first way uses a linear programming package (we
used LOQO [19]). We define a linear program as follows [20]:

The entries in matrix are defined by the coefficients of the
derivative filters, and the vector contains the derivatives of

. , is a vectorization of the result image.
The second implementation for optimization is slower, but

does not require a linear programming package. optimization
can be performed by iteratively solving a series of weighted-
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Fig. 4. Stitching in the gradient domain. The input images appear in Fig. 1 with the overlap region marked by a black rectangle. (Top panels) With the image
domain methods, the stitching is observable. (Bottom panels) Gradient-domain methods overcome global inconsistencies.

least-squares optimizations [21].1 Specifically, let be the
solution estimate at iteration . Let be the absolute value
of the error in iteration in equation . In order to compute

, we define weights : where is
some small threshold (we used ). The weights are
ordered in a diagonal matrix , and is computed by

As an initial estimate, we used a Feathering of the input images.
This algorithm performed better in terms of convergence than
the algorithm proposed in [22, Sec. 3.1].

To accelerate the optimization under , we took the fol-
lowing approach: We first select an area around the center
of the overlapping area, typically 40 pixels wide. We define
the weighting mask over this area, and compute the mosaic
on the area as described above. We then use the gradients of
this computed mosaic and the gradients of the images on the
corresponding sides of the area to compute the full mosaic by
optimizing under (solving the Poisson equation). The result
of this procedure was indistinguishable in our experiments
from the result of optimizing under on the entire mosaic.

As for the selection of the weighting mask , we examined
two options (for vertical overlap areas)

(3)

where is the center of the overlap area, and is a tunable pa-
rameter controlling the width of the transition area, that was set
to be nine pixels. Under , we found no significant differences
between the results obtained with the two masks, and we used

. Under , better results were obtained with .

1In this paper, we focused on the properties of different cost function, and used
a generic solver for the weighted least squares. Similarly, LOQO is a generic
solver. Faster implementations can be developed in both cases that are tailored
to this specific problem.

Fig. 5. Comparing optimization under ` and under ` . With this input and
mask, no mosaic is consistent with the two images. In the top example, the `

solution has smearing artifacts that do not appear in the ` solution. Under ` ,
any image whose derivatives are bounded by the derivatives of the input images
is an optimal solution. Therefore, inconsistencies between the input and output
images are concentrated in locations where the input images have inconsistent
derivatives. In contrast, ` tends to distribute the gradient inconsistency across
the image and hence produces gradients even in areas that are uniform in both
input images. The bottom example shows that, in some cases, the ` solution
and the ` solution look similar.

Fig. 6. Comparing optimization over a region (GIST1) to Poisson editing
[1]. The input images were the same as in Fig. 5. The misalignment between
the input images is destructive for Poisson editing, and may be avoided by
improving the alignment. GIST1 produces cleaner results.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In our first set of experiments, we studied the properties of
the proposed stitching methods. These experiments were done
mostly with synthetic images, to highlight the distinguishing
features of each method. We focused on the following points.

• Gradient domain stitching versus image domain
stitching.

• Optimizing under versus Optimizing under .
• Poisson editing [1] versus our proposed method.
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Fig. 7. Comparing various stitching methods. On the top are the input image and the result of GIST1 under ` . The images on the bottom are cropped results of
various methods. (a) Optimal seam, (b) feathering, (c) pyramid blending, (d) optimal seam on the gradients, (e) feathering on the gradients, (f) pyramid blending
on the gradients, (g) Poisson editing [1], and (h) GIST1—` . The seam is visible in (a), (c), (d), and (g).

Note that the fusion stage in the work by Agarwala et al. [6] is
similar to our approach, when optimizing under .

To address the first point, we compared our method to ex-
isting image stitching techniques, which work on the image in-
tensity domain: feathering [8], pyramid blending [9], and “op-
timal seam” (implemented as in [4]). The experiments (Fig. 2,
first row, and Fig. 4) validate the advantage in working in the
gradient domain for overcoming photometric inconsistencies.

A comparison between optimization under and under
is shown in Fig. 5. In the top example, the result contains
smearing artifacts that do not appear in the result. This is be-
cause, under , any solution whose derivatives are bounded be-
tween the derivatives of both images is optimal. In other words,
pixels that have zero gradients in both input images should have
zero gradient also in the solution. In contrast, in the solu-
tion the gradient inconsistency is being spread across a large
region. This type of artifacts was also observed by Agarwala et
al. [6]. The differences between the result and the results
are not always distinguishable, as shown on the bottom example
of Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 compares between GIST1 and Poisson editing, and
shows the benefit in optimizing over an overlap region of the
two images. In this case, GIST1 overcomes the misalignment
between the images, whereas Poisson editing suffers from arti-
facts.

We note that, while in these examples, there are significant
differences between the solution obtained by these methods, in
many practical cases, the differences are less noticeable. In the
following set of experiments, we demonstrate these methods in

various applications including mosaicing, object blending, and
reduction of compression artifacts.

A. Stitching Panoramic Views

Stitching results of panoramic views are shown in Figs. 4, 7,
and 8.

The input images were captured from different positions and
were aligned by a two-dimensional parametric transformation.
The aligned images contained local misalignments due to par-
allax, and photometric inconsistencies due to differences in il-
lumination and in camera settings. Fig. 4 compares gradient
methods versus image domain methods. Figs. 7 and 8 shows
the results of the stitching algorithms when the input images
are misaligned. In all our experiments, GIST1 under gave the
best results, in some cases, comparable with other methods. In
Fig. 7, comparable with Feathering, and, in Fig. 8, comparable
with “optimal seam.” When the input images were misaligned
along the seam, GIST1 under was superior to Poisson editing
[1].

B. Stitching Object Parts

Here, we consider combining images of objects of the same
class having different appearances. Objects parts from different
images are combined to generate the final image. This can be
used, for example, by the police in the construction of a sus-
pect’s composite portrait from parts of faces in the database.
Fig. 10 shows an example for this application, where GIST1 is
compared to pyramid blending in the gradient domain. Another
example for combination of image parts is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between various image stitching methods. On the top are the input image and the result of GIST1 under ` . The images on the bottom
are cropped from the results of various methods. (a) Optimal seam, (b) feathering, (c) pyramid blending, (d) optimal seam on the gradients, (e) feathering on
the gradients, (f) pyramid blending on the gradients, (g) Poisson editing [1], and (h) GIST1—` . When there are large misalignments, optimal seam and GIST1
produce less artifacts.

Fig. 9. Combination of images of George W. Bush taken at different ages.
On top are the input images and the combination pattern. On the bottom, from
left to right, are the results of GIST1 Stitching under ` (a) and under ` (b),
the pyramid blending in the gradient domain (c), and pyramid blending in the
image domain (d). Note the duplication of the shoulder in (b), (c), and (d).

C. Object Insertion

In this application, objects are to be inserted seamlessly into
an image. Our method overcomes photometric inconsistencies
as well as small misalignments. Fig. 11 shows an example where
an image of woman with closed eyes is fixed by replacing the
facial area. The inserted facial part was captured at a different
head orientation, which causes misalignments between the in-
serted and the original face image. Still, the algorithm managed
to create a seamless result. In this example, although there are

Fig. 10. Police application for generating composite portraits. The top row
shows the image parts used in the composition, taken from the Yale database.
The bottom row shows, from left to right, the results of pasting the original parts,
GIST1 under ` , GIST1 under ` , and pyramid blending in the gradient domain.
Note the discontinuities in the eyebrows.

misalignments, the differences between the results of Poisson
editing and Gist were hardly visible (not shown).

D. Removing Compression Artifacts

Lossless block-based compression methods, like JPEG, gen-
erate images with gradient artifacts along the block boundaries.
A modified version of GIST1 was applied to highly compressed
JPEG images in order to reduce block artifacts, by minimizing

(4)

with respect to . Here, is the compressed input image,
is the th image block, is uniform except block boundaries,
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Fig. 11. Object insertion. (a) Input image that was captured while the woman
was blinking. We copied the top part of the facial region from another image,
where the woman’s head had a different orientation. (b) Input image with the
inserted part overlaid. The red line marks the mask boundaries. (c) Results of
GIST1 under ` . Similar results were obtained with Poisson editing [1].

Fig. 12. Reduction of compression artifacts. See text for details.

where it has a low value , and is the component of
block . The parameters can be tuned to control the result
smoothness. Results are shown in Fig. 12.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we studied different methods for image
stitching, and focused on a novel approach that optimizes over
image derivatives. We explored the differences between the
proposed approach and alternative methods, and the differ-
ences in optimizing under different norms. Even though each
stitching algorithm works better for some images and worse
for others, we found that GIST1 under always worked well.
The use of the norm was especially valuable in overcoming
geometrical misalignments of the input images. The drawback
of optimizing under is computational, as it is two orders of

magnitudes slower than minimizing under . Therefore, since,
in many cases, the results of GIST1 under is comparable
with other methods, we recommend to use this method only
when faster methods fail.

Image stitching was presented as a search for an optimal so-
lution to an image quality criterion. Encouraged by the results
obtained by this approach, we believe that it will be useful to
explore alternative criteria for image quality using additional
image features and results on statistics of natural images [23],
[24].
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